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in the South China Sea are in the process of being opened for mineral
exploration, and work is reportedly already underway on a massive gold
project that could double Indonesia's production, according to the Wall
Street Journal. Thirteen hundred square miles of ocean separated by a reef
from the Paracel Islands in the South China Sea, Indonesian company PT
Pangarso has already obtained 90,000 square kilometers of mineral rights.
The state-run mining company estimates that the project has the potential to
produce 30,000 tons of gold per year, 50,000 tons of copper, and 60,000
tons of lead, as well as 10 billion barrels of oil. For comparison, China
produces around 2.5 billion tons of gold annually. The area was previously a
French colony, and then a Japanese one, and the mineral rights were
donated to Indonesia in 1957. It is administered by the South China Sea
Commission, a body originally created by China in 1954 but never ratified
by any nation. The jig may be about to up for the Paracel Islands, which
Beijing's long-held territorial claims in the South China Sea border. The
islands were seized and occupied in 1974 by the People's Liberation Army
during the war between China and Vietnam. A U.S. Navy aircraft carrier
was later sunk by a Chinese missile, but no formal legal case has ever been
made that the islands belong to China. The South China Sea Commission
has no legal authority of its own to offer such a concession, but a group of
six nations that have overlapping territorial claims with China agreed in
2014 to create an international tribunal to decide maritime disputes.
According to the Jakarta Post, the prospect of legal action hasn't stopped the
Paracel Island mining plan. Aminuddin Rasyid, director of PT Pangarso,
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told the Wall Street Journal that the company has "reservations and
concerns," but nothing specific. He said that "when we talk about economic
exploration, there is always some damage that results. But that damage will
be recovered." The company has no formal agreement with the
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16.05.2017 If you need a version that can access the system settings on your bios device, your primary mode of communication
should be via a web interface. (There are a number of software options to assist your network administrator in configuring your
PC to talk to your . BEXPRINS may get free of charge registration, just be certain to enter the readily available offer code or
uncover the software costs in the subsequent page. . Dec 29, 2019 Bexprins is creating total support for their Prins Vsi AI right
now. Of course, the primary use of an AI is the System-wide setting up of the information that the VSI provides and the
deployment of cels and AI devices. With the release of all the cels and hardware (PNE, PNP. Bexprins Business Edition
Software Fur Prins Vsi Sofas and Accessories Homes Apr 19, 2020 I've ran BEXPRINS on my Prins VSI Plus. The chucks
were set up when the ECU was purchased. The ECU can print a PTR. As far as I am aware, they should be plugged into the
board itself. Please test the PTR to see if it goes up. If it doesn’t, download the software as it will provide more specific
instructions. Offline BEXPRINS setup software can lead to many other issues. You can try to determine whether the issue is
hardware-related or software-related by looking at the output from the PTR function (these output notes should provide clues as
to whether there is a problem with the software or the hardware. BEXPRINS Business Edition Software Fur Prins Vsi New
software version available: BEXPRINS for Prins VSI Installer BEXPRINS Business Edition Software Fur Prins Vsi Prins
business edition software fur prins vsi how to make dry shampoo mix File version: 1.5.20.8. Main feature: Prins business edition
software fur prins vsi support the communication process and the simulation of the full operation of a Prins VSI gasanlage, in
real time. Oct 28, 2020 Installing the software will require a good deal of technical competency, along with a fair share of
confidence. More often than not, many of us just can’t tolerate it when all of us want to get started on our Prins VSI software.
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